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Abstract

Previous authors have suggested that prenuclear second occurrence foci may be marked both by higher pitch and increased duration, unlike their post-nuclear counterparts which show only increased duration. Results are presented from a production study that finds no evidence of pitch prominence for prenuclear second occurrence foci. Given evidence from German, it appears that the realization of second occurrence focus may also be sensitive to position within the prenuclear domain.

1. Introduction

In English, semantic focus is typically marked by intonational prominence, most canonically by a pitch accent. One case which has been presented as an exception to this generalization, however, is that of second occurrence (SO) focus. A SO focus is a focused but repeated item, such as the second occurrence of *vegetables* in the now classic example in 1 [3]:

(1) A. Everyone already knew that Mary only eats [vegetables]FOF.

   B. If even [Paul]FOF knew that Mary only eats [vegetables]FOF, then he should have suggested a different restaurant.

In a typical production of 1B, the most prominent accent is on the first occurrence (FO) focus, *Paul*, while the SO focus *vegetables* lacks prominence. Much discussed in the semantics literature [e.g., 1,2,3], this apparent mismatch between semantic focus and intonational prominence poses problems for several current theories of focus interpretation.

Recent experimental studies of SO focus, suggest that the mismatch is only apparent. In particular, [4] and [5] demonstrate that SO foci lack prominent pitch excursions, but are phonetically distinct from non-foci in terms of duration and intensity (albeit marginally; see also [6]). Why might SO foci lack pitch prominence? Note that in examples like 1B, the SO focus is situated after the nuclear accent on *Paul*. It is well-known that English intonation features post-nuclear deaccenting, a process whereby pitch distinctions are lost within an intermediate phrase [7]. It has been proposed that SO foci lack the prominence of "typical" foci due to this post-nuclear deaccenting, a phonological rather than information structural explanation.

A post-nuclear deaccenting account, however, would seem to imply that prenuclear SO focus should be realized with pitch prominence. Indeed, in their study of German, [8] produce evidence in favor of this interpretation. They examine phonetic correlates of prominence for prenuclear SO focus as in 2C:

(2) A. Die meisten unseren Kollegen waren beim Betriebsausflug lässig angezogen.

   Most of our colleagues were dressed casually at the company outing.


   Only Peter wore a tie.


   Only Peter even wore a suit.

Finding prenuclear SO foci to be realized with higher pitch, those authors argue, “Prenuclear, fine-grained differences between accents are realized by pitch. Post-nuclearly, only duration is available because of deaccenting. Experiments investigating only post-nuclear SOF realizations have no chance at arriving at this conclusion.” ([8]: 22).

Additionally, they investigate the effect of utterance position on the realization of both SO and FO focused items, concluding the following:

(i) FO foci are more prominent than both SO foci and non-foci in terms of pitch and duration

(ii) SO foci are more prominent than non-foci:

   a. post-nuclearly in terms of duration only

   b. prenuclearly in terms of both pitch and duration

(iii) Utterance-initial foci are more prominent than utterance-medial foci

The interests of the present paper center around (iib) and (iii). Although [8] report higher f0 for prenuclear SO foci, all prenuclear SO foci in their study appear as in 2C, that is, early in the utterance (roughly, “utterance-initially”). It therefore remains an open question as to whether such prominence is also maintained by prenuclear, but utterance-medial SO foci. What follows is the description of a phonetic experiment which addressed this question.

2. Production Experiment

A production study was carried out to test for phonetic marking of SO focus in the prenuclear domain. Foci in this environment should be immune to the phonological effect of post-nuclear deaccenting, and previous research suggests that, at least when utterance-initial, they are pitch-prominent [8]. Of interest here is whether or not this is true for English prenuclear SO foci occurring later in the utterance.

2.1. Stimuli

Short discourses were designed to place monosyllabic test words before the nuclear pitch accent in the test sentences. Minimal and near minimal pairs for focus were formed by manipulating (via context) whether a noun in the syntactic
fillers and crucial pairs such as 3 and 4 were always presented at least four discourses apart. All five speakers were recorded digitally (22.05 kHz sampling rate) in a sound-attenuated booth in the UCLA Phonetics Laboratory. Nine paired test discourses were recorded (four with noun targets, five with adjective targets), five repetitions of each (9 test sentences x 2 focus conditions x 5 repetitions x 5 participants = 450 test items).

2.4. Measurements

The two phonetic correlates of prominence measured were duration and pitch (defined by \( f_0 \)). All acoustic analysis was done using Praat [9].

2.4.1. Duration

Test words were segmented using both waveforms and spectrograms. In addition to test words, reference words, chosen for their durational stability across utterances, were also measured. The same reference word (in most cases the verb) was used for both sentences in crucial pairs like those above. Thus it was possible to make direct comparisons of durations across the two focus conditions, as well as relative ones. This was desirable as it allows for some control for speech rate, and is another measure of local prominence. SO focused test words were compared with non-focused test words in two ways (where \( T \) = time in milliseconds):

\[
\text{Absolute: } \Delta T_{\text{test word}}
\]

\[
\text{Relative: } \Delta T_{\text{test word}} / \Delta T_{\text{reference word}}
\]

2.4.2. Pitch (\( f_0 \))

The maximum \( f_0 \) value over the vowel was found for each of the test words for each focus condition. Additionally, the maximum \( f_0 \) was measured for reference words (the same used for duration). Again, there were two comparisons:

\[
\text{Absolute: } f_0 \text{ Max}_{\text{test word}}
\]

\[
\text{Relative: } f_0 \text{ Max}_{\text{test word}} / f_0 \text{ Max}_{\text{reference word}}
\]

2.5. Exclusion Criteria

The data collected were subjected to the following criteria before being included in the analysis:

A repetition is excluded if and only if:

(i) the fluency of the sentence is interrupted (by a pause, stutter, cough, etc), or

(ii) the sentence is incorrectly read in terms of a segment or word, or

(iii) prominence is clearly given on the incorrect word in the trigger sentence (e.g., sentence B in 3 and 4), as judged auditorily by the author

Criterion (iii) is particularly important, as sentence B was the trigger sentence for focus. That is, a test word can be a SO focus only if it was previously a FO focus. However this resulted in only a very a minimal number of exclusions. All
repetitions passing (i) through (iii) were included in averages which were the units of analysis for each acoustic variable.

2.6. Results

2.6.1. Duration

Figures 1 and 2 show mean durations for test words for the two focus conditions. For the absolute comparison, SO focused test words were pronounced with longer duration compared with their non-focused counterparts by three of the speakers. When durations were considered relative to reference words, however, there was a significant effect for all but Speaker 1. Table 1 shows results of the paired t-tests used to compare means across focus conditions.

Table 1. Results of paired t-tests (2-tailed) for measures of duration (*indicates significant at $\alpha = .05$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Absolute</th>
<th>Relative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speaker 1</td>
<td>$t(8) = .28, p &gt;.1$</td>
<td>$t(8) = 2.0, p = .08$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker 2</td>
<td>$t(8) = 4.8, p &lt;.001^*$</td>
<td>$t(8) = 3.4, p = .04^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker 3</td>
<td>$t(8) = 2.4, p = .04^*$</td>
<td>$t(8) = 2.3, p = .05^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker 4</td>
<td>$t(8) = .69, p &gt;.1$</td>
<td>$t(8) = 2.4, p = .04^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker 5</td>
<td>$t(8) = 5.8, p &lt;.001^*$</td>
<td>$t(8) = 2.96, p &lt;.02^*$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6.2. Pitch

Pitch (i.e., average maximum $f_0$) was considered for SO focused and non-focused test words for each speaker as was done for duration. Mean values are shown in Figures 3 and 4. Table 2 indicates that, unlike for duration, no significant differences were found for any of the participants.

Table 2. Results of paired t-tests (2-tailed, $\alpha = .05$) for measures of $F_0$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Absolute</th>
<th>Relative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speaker 1</td>
<td>$t(8) = 1.4, p &gt;.1$</td>
<td>$t(8) = 2, p &gt;.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker 2</td>
<td>$t(8) = .9, p &gt;.1$</td>
<td>$t(8) = .4, p &gt;.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker 3</td>
<td>$t(8) = 5, p &gt;.1$</td>
<td>$t(8) = .07, p &gt;.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker 4</td>
<td>$t(8) = .95, p &gt;.1$</td>
<td>$t(8) = 2, p = .08$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker 5</td>
<td>$t(8) = 1.6, p &gt;.1$</td>
<td>$t(8) = 1.5, p &gt;.1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Discussion

Previous studies have demonstrated that SO focus lacks the prominent pitch excursion enjoyed by “ordinary” focus and it has been suggested [5,8] that this fact is independent from its information structural status. Rather, it is thought to result from the post-nuclear deaccenting characteristic of English (and also German) intonational phonology. In the experiment described above, however, SO foci were positioned in an environment without post-nuclear deaccenting, and yet still there was no evidence for their pitch-prominence. Moreover, prenuclear SO foci were like post-nuclear SO foci in that they were distinguished from non-focal counterparts by increased duration. So while it is true that the post-nuclear environment is unfavorable to pitch distinctions [7,10], the results above indicate that an adequate account of SO focus realization will require more than deaccenting.
An additional (also information structurally-independent) factor may be position in the utterance. The authors in [8] found that SO foci were realized with more prominent $f_0$ peaks when occurring early in the utterance (utterance-initially) rather than later (utterance-medially). In their German data, however, it was not possible to distinguish effects of utterance position—probably best regarded as phonetic—from the phonological effect of post-nuclear deaccenting, as all prenuclear SO foci were utterance-initial and all utterance-medial were post-nuclear. In this study, prenuclear SO foci were utterance-medial and did not differ from non-foci in terms of pitch according to either the absolute or relative comparison. To be sure, these results can be compared to those for German in [8] only with great caution; any differences may be due not to position in the utterance, but simply because SO focus is realized differently in English than in German. However, given their quite similar intonational phonologies, particularly with respect to other aspects of SO focus, there is reason to believe it worthwhile to consider the results of the two studies side-by-side.

It is also worth noting that phonetic studies of SO focus, including the present one, have emphasized the role of $f_0$ in defining pitch accents, more or less to the exclusion of other correlates of prominence. However, speakers make use of (at least) pitch, duration and intensity in making words prominent, and listeners perceive these parameters not separately, but in unison. Potentially of interest, then—but noticeably absent from the literature—is a more qualitative investigation of SO focus, such as a phonological analysis making use of ToBI transcriptions [11]. Such an analysis may reveal, for instance, that SO foci can be regarded as pitch-accented, but with a categorically different accent from that of FO foci (perhaps a $H^1$ rather than a $H^*$. Future work will look at such possibilities.

### 4. Conclusion

This study examined prenuclear second occurrence focus in English. A production study of five speakers was presented and discussed, the results of which showed prenuclear second occurrence focus to be marked with increased duration by four of the speakers, although no evidence of pitch marking was found for any speaker. If SO focus is ever marked by pitch in English, its realization may be crucially dependent on the inherent strength of the position in the utterance, as has been proposed for German.

### 5. Appendix: Example Stimuli

(i) A. Just like she does for her son Mark, Beverley usually leaves two things in Suzie’s lunchbox: a treat and a little note.

B. But sometimes Beverley only leaves a [treat]$_{FOF}$ in Suzie’s lunchbox.

C. True, and sometimes she only leaves a [treat]$_{SOF}$ in [Mark’s]$_{FOF}$ lunchbox.

(ii) A. Always wanting to be fair, Beverley usually leaves a treat in both Suzie’s lunchbox and Mark’s lunchbox.

B. But sometimes Beverley only leaves a treat in [Suzie’s]$_{FOF}$ lunchbox.

C. True, but sometimes she only leaves a treat in [Mark’s]$_{FOF}$ lunchbox.

(iii) A. Just like he does for Russ when he goes to Europe, Dominique brought back both French wine and Italian wine for Ed yesterday.

B. But I thought Dominique only brought back [French]$_{FOF}$ wine for Ed yesterday.

C. And in the same manner, he only brought back [French]$_{SOF}$ wine for [Russ]$_{FOF}$ yesterday.

(iv) A. Always thinking of his friends, Dominique wanted to bring back French wine for both Russ and Ed yesterday.

B. But I thought Dominique only brought back French wine for [Ed]$_{FOF}$ yesterday.

C. But on the contrary, he only brought back French wine for [Russ]$_{FOF}$ yesterday.
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